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ABSTRACT
Conference control has been an area of intensive research
over the years but widely accepted robust and scalable solutions and standards are still lacking. The main conference control components are conference management and
ﬂoor (resource) control. We identify the requirements for
conference control and propose a component-based scalable
conference control framework employing the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) and the Simple Object Access Protocol
(SOAP). The framework assumes a single control point, but
our architecture can scale to large groups by distributing
media via a tree-shaped hierarchy of conference servers.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4.3 [Communications Applications]: Computer conferencing, teleconferencing, and video conferencing

General Terms
Conference control and management

Keywords
Conference control; ﬂoor control; multimedia conferencing;
packet audio; packet video; SIP; SOAP

1.

INTRODUCTION

Conference control is one of the core building blocks of
the Internet multimedia conferencing architecture. It is required not just by traditional voice and video conferencing,
but also for multiparty network gaming. There currently is
no application-independent conference control mechanism,
so that each application is forced to re-invent solutions to
subsets of the problem. Below, we attempt to take a ﬁrst
step towards deﬁning a common, interoperable framework
for creating and controlling multi-user centralized conferences. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes related work. Section 3 gives a problem statement.
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In Section 4, we present requirements for conference control.
Section 5 describes the framework and abstract operations
needed for the framework. In section 6, we ﬁnally present a
mapping from the requirements onto real protocols and message formats. Section 7 gives brief examples. In section 8,
we will describe how the framework can be utilized for other
services, such as presence authorization and allow/block lists
now being discussed in the IETF.

2. RELATED WORK
Problems related to conference control have been studied extensively over the years [1, 35, 7, 23, 43, 36, 4, 14,
27, 3, 29, 5, 42, 30, 24, 6, 13, 21, 33, 41]. However, most
of the earlier work discusses only the ﬂoor control aspects
of conference control. Furthermore, some papers focus on
multicast conferences [25, 40, 37]; in the absence of a widely
available Internet multicast service, we will focus on the currently more common centralized conferencing architecture.
Standardization eﬀorts have met with limited success. ITUT developed conference control protocols as a part of the
H.323 series of recommendations [16] but they had several
problems. For example, they have limited scalability due to
the ineﬃcient T.124 [17] database replication protocol and
they lack some key features. Data and audiovisual conferences use diﬀerent concepts, adding complexity [41].
In addition, they are based on binary ASN.1 formats instead of the more Internet-friendly text protocols used in
current Internet protocols such as SIP and HTTP. Hence,
deployed H.323 systems rarely use the protocol’s conference
control features.
The IETF’s Multi-Party Multimedia (MMUSIC) working
group has also considered this topic [1]. However, its main
target was lightweight conference management for multicast
instead of tightly controlled models. In the year 2000, IETF
MMUSIC WG gave up and removed conference control from
the WG charter. Work on enumerating conference architectures that can be established via the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) has begun [33]. The draft deﬁnes several conferencing scenarios such as end-system based conferences, dialin, dial-out and large-scale multicast scenarios. Of these, the
dial-in and dial-out scenarios are the most interesting. SIP
mechanisms can initiate such conferences, allow users to join
and leave conferences and make it possible for a participant
to ask a third party to join. However, SIP by itself does
not oﬀer conﬁgurable conference policies, participant access
lists, ﬂoor control, or user privilege levels. Despite the problems, the dial-in and the dial-out models are suﬃcient for
some scenarios, easy to implement and do not require any

protocol changes.

3.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

We deﬁne conference as a set of members that exchange
one or more media streams or share some other state, such
as an application. Conferencing includes two main components. First, participants must be able to join and leave a
conference. Signaling protocols can generally support these
operations if conferences are addressed like regular endpoints.
The second component, conference control, can be considered as consisting of three parts: creating, modifying and
deleting conferences as a whole, user management (adding
and deleting conference participants and modifying their
conference privileges), and resource contention management,
also known as ﬂoor control. Many diﬀerent kinds of conference control scenarios are in use. The simplest one is an
open voice conference without any control. The member
identities or group size are not known to the participants
and anyone can speak or join at any time. Controlling the
right to speak is the most typical example of ﬂoor control.
In general, ﬂoor control provides a conﬂict-free access to
shared resources. In a controlled voice conference with one
member acting as a chairperson, requests to speak are sent
to the chairperson who grants or denies the request. Participants may diﬀer in their claim on the shared resource,
based on a policy. In a panel session, for example, the panel
members may have the right to speak at any time, while
the audience members can listen unless called upon by the
moderator. Access rights and user groups are part of user
management.
While conference control is typically associated with audio
and video conferences, shared network games have similar
requirements: access to the game needs to be controlled and
there are usually a number of resources that can only be used
by a limited number of players at the same time.
Conference control is a broad topic with no agreed-upon
deﬁnition [1, 13]. For example, Borman et al. [1] describe
an abstract SCCP (Simple Conference Control Protocol)
framework that deﬁnes the necessary SCCP tasks: conference management, application session management, and
ﬂoor control. In this paper, we will implement the same
functionality and follow the same deﬁnition with minor exceptions. We do not consider operations such as joining a
conference or joining an application session inside a conference part of conference control since they are often indistinguishable from regular one-to-one calls. We are also
omitting joining and splitting conferences. The eﬀect of
these operations can be approximated by creating conferences and then transferring members from one to the other
or having members leave one and join another. Also, we do
not preclude that a conference can itself be part of another
conference.

4.

REQUIREMENTS

4.1 General Requirements
We deﬁne a conference control framework as the set of
protocols that implement conference control and the architecture of network elements that implement them. A conference control framework needs to balance being powerful
enough for most practical scenarios, yet avoid being too complex to be widely accepted and implemented on devices with

limited computational resources and user interfaces.
Like any distributed system, a conference control framework should be scalable, easy to extend, generic, reliable and
secure. The scalability requirement means that the conference control framework must support reasonably large, possibly geographically distributed, conferences. Moreover, it
should be modular so that new components can be easily
added or existing components can be changed. For example, it must be possible to use diﬀerent ﬂoor control protocols within this framework. Modularity also allows clients
to implement only relevant parts of the framework so that
they can make use of basic conference control services without implementing all components. The conference control
framework must also be generic so that it is not tied to
any particular application. Unlike the loose conference control model [11], most messages need to be delivered reliably.
(Some event notiﬁcations may be considered less critical.)
Since moderators may be disconnected unexpectedly, the
conference needs to be able to recover from moderator failures.
Since conference control manages shared resources, requests need to be authenticated and protected against replay attacks. In some scenarios, privacy of membership information and conference behavior may be important. Authorization of actions should be possible either manually or
via a suitable automated policy language. Automating policy also makes it less likely that an attacker will overwhelm
the moderator with repeated join attempts that have to be
rejected individually.
Conference control can potentially serve as a means of a
denial-of-service attack. For example, if all join attempts
generate notiﬁcations to all participants, an attacker could
easily amplify a single message into a large number of event
notiﬁcations.
While the conference control protocols are likely to consume signiﬁcantly less bandwidth than the media streams,
some care needs to be taken for large conferences. Also,
some conference participants may be behind low-bandwidth
access links, such as a wireless network. Since the conference
description and policy information can be large, incremental updates are preferred over having to re-send the whole
description after each change. Similarly, changes in the participant list should be distributed as additions and removals.
Also, not all participants care about the same level of detail;
for example, some may only be interested when new members join or leave, but not when a participant adds herself
to the ﬂoor queue. In some cases, network-layer multicast
would be useful for distributing events, but it is not likely
to be widely available particularly in mobile environments
such as 3G networks. Thus, the protocol cannot depend on
IP multicast. (RTCP [38] can be used to announce membership changes for multicast groups, but since the protocol
is not reliable, notiﬁcation of joins and leaves may take a
while.)
We want to support hybrid conferences, where conference participants receive media via audio bridge or circuitswitched conferences (e.g., H.320 [19] or H.324 [18]), while
conference notiﬁcations and requests are delivered via IP
networks.

4.2 Conference Management Requirements
Conference management includes features such as conference creation, modiﬁcation and termination. Conference

properties, such as conference model, policy and user rights
lists, are established during conference creation.
Diﬀerent conferencing models, such as dial-in and dialout, must be supported. In a dial-in conference, users join
the conference themselves, while the conference server calls
up participants in a dial-out conference. For dial-out, the
initiator can provide the server with a list of invitees, rather
than having to complete signaling exchanges with each participant individually. The latter consumes far more time
and scarce end system bandwidth. (We generally assume
that the conference server is located on a high-speed access
link, at least relative to the participants.)
The user rights list governs the privileges of potential participants. The user rights lists might include information
about who can authorize the admission and expelling of participants and who can act on ﬂoor control requests. These
functions are often combined into the role of the moderator, but a ﬂexible system should allow these to be distributed among a set of participants. The policy may describe which users are pre-authorized to join, are explicitly
forbidden from joining or may join, but in listen-only mode.
Since Internet-based signaling protocols oﬀer a variety of authentication mechanisms, a policy is also likely to deﬁne at
what strength the participant has to authenticate. Unauthenticated users may be rejected or relegated to audience
status.
Not all policy decisions can be made in advance. Decision
makers need to be notiﬁed of events such as join requests,
so that they can approve or deny them.
Conference management must also support the initialization of a ﬂoor control component. For example, the conference server must have the knowledge of who can create a
ﬂoor prior to executing the ﬂoor creation commands.
It must also be possible to ﬁnd out the conference status
and member identities. The framework should support both
occasional notiﬁcations to the clients and speciﬁc status inquiries from the clients.
Application session management must support the conﬁguration of the conference-wide media settings. For example,
it must be possible to add a video channel into the conference. After that, each user can decide whether he or she
wants to participate in the session.

ﬁrst-out and moderated policy, but can support any number
of more sophisticated allocation mechanisms.

5. FRAMEWORK FOR CONFERENCE CONTROL
Below, we describe an abstract framework based on the
requirements and how these can be mapped onto real protocols.

5.1 Components of Conference Control
The conference control framework includes two principal
components, conference management and ﬂoor control. The
conference management component deﬁnes basic conference
parameters such as name, type, subject and authentication
information. It may include optional sub-components such
as user management or distribution. The distribution subcomponent deﬁnes how the conference can be distributed
across conference servers. The application session management component deﬁnes conference wide media conﬁguration. Figure 1 clariﬁes the components. In addition to
conference control components, conferencing requires also
standard participant operations such as joining and leaving
a conference. Current Internet session control protocols already provide most of the services needed for participant
operations. For example, SIP can be used to initiate, modify and terminate sessions or transfer members. The Session
Description Protocol (SDP) [12, 34] allows participants to
negotiate media parameters; SDPng [22] adds additional capabilities. Standard SIP mechanism such as digest authentication enforce user authentication.

Floor Control

Conference Management

User Management

Distribution

Application Session Management

4.3 Floor Control Requirements
Conference applications often have shared resources such
as the right to talk, access to a limited-bandwidth video
channel, a pointer or input focus in a shared application,
access to shared ﬁles or game rooms. Floor control enables
applications or users to gain safe and mutually exclusive or
non-exclusive access to the shared object or resource.
Floor control should support diﬀerent ﬂoor control policies
such as moderator-controlled or ﬁrst-come-ﬁrst-served. A
moderator-controlled policy is relatively easy to implement,
but needs to deal with the disconnection of the moderator.
Automated queueing policies may cause starvation if one
user holds the ﬂoor indeﬁnitely. Time limits and renewable
soft-stare solutions to prevent indeﬁnite blocking.
For automated policies, many of the same algorithms used
for packet scheduling apply. For example, some users may
have higher priority than others, with access to the resource
on a round-robin basis within each priority class. More detailed ﬂoor control requirements can be found in [6]. The
framework presented here requires support of a basic ﬁrst-in,

Figure 1: Conference control components
In this paper, we will assume that SIP is used for participant operations since it is the de facto session control
protocol in the Internet.
The SIP architecture for conference control is straightforward. The conference server is a SIP entity that provides
conference control services. One conference server usually
supports several conferences, which are identiﬁed by a SIP
URL such as sip:conf34@server.com. Depending on local policy, a server may allow a SIP INVITE with a currently unused
SIP URL to create an ad-hoc conference. Each conference
at a server may have diﬀerent conference policies. One or
more members of the conference may act as moderators for
the conference. The conference server may also create subconferences elsewhere for scalability reasons.

5.2 Conference Management

In a conference, the conference manager controls the conferencing server. The conference manager may be a human
being or an application instance that may or may not be
co-located at the server. The conferencing server oﬀers the
conferencing services to the members. A conference server
may be split into a control (signaling) and a media component, but we simply assume that the control component
has the necessary mechanism to inﬂuence which member can
send and receive media.
For large conferences, it may be necessary to split the conference members across multiple conference servers, organized as a tree. Conference servers can be selected based on
the geographic distribution of the members, approximating
a network-layer multicast tree. Conference control is simpliﬁed if all media streams and conference control commands
reach the root of the conference distribution tree, similar to
single-source multicast. If that assumption is made, conference servers in the tree can be treated like regular participants.
We assume that the conference is created by a conference
creator who designates the initial set of moderators. Moderators can then designate others. More complicated election
protocols are possible, but not pursued here.
The conference management messages can be roughly categorized as either commands or notiﬁcations. The commands are instructions or requests sent to the conference
server, while notiﬁcations are informative announcements,
typically sent by the server to the members. The following
abstract commands for conference management are deﬁned:
Create: create a conference and sets the initial conference
parameters, such as the moderation style, join policy
and maximum conference size;
Terminate: terminate an existing conference;
Modify: modify conference parameters.
These commands are sent from the conference creator or,
if authorized, participant to the conference server. This supports basic clients since only the server is required to support the commands. A basic client can still participate to
the conference as a regular participant.
In addition to commands, there are notiﬁcations. For example, a notiﬁcation is used to inform the conference members about changes in membership, conference policy or media conﬁguration.

5.3 Application Session Management
SIP can control application sessions only between one user
and the conference server. It cannot change the conference
state or the conference media settings at the server. For
example, deleting media from a conference is diﬃcult: if
a participant removes the corresponding media line from
the session description and sends a re-INVITE to the conference server, it is not clear whether that means that the
participant would like to personally not receive that media
session or would like to request that the server stop replicating that particularly media session for all participants.
Similarly, when changing media sessions, it is impossible to
distinguish whether the participant wants to restrict media
codec choices, for example, for itself or the whole conference.
Adding media is less problematic, except that the conference
server may well have transcoding capabilities that make it

unwise to restrict the media stream capability to that of the
initiator. Thus, a separate control mechanism that explicitly
adds, deletes and modiﬁes conference server media sessions
is desirable.

5.4 User Management
The user management sub-component governs user-related
properties such as user access right groups and policies. For
example, it may deﬁne that the conference has two user right
groups, panel members and audience. The access control
list (ACL) includes allow and deny deﬁnitions for incoming
join attempts. Wildcards may be used in the deﬁnitions.
User management also supports real-time decisions during
the conference. Unresolved join attempts are kept in a table
until the moderator, notiﬁed by the system, sends a request
making a decision.
User management also supports a mass-invitation feature,
in which a user may ask the conference server to invite several users at once into the conference. This saves bandwidth
for low-bandwidth users since they do not have to issue separate invitations for each user.
Conference policy can be arbitrarily complex, expressible
only in a full programming language. However, we claim
that the majority of cases can be handled by deﬁning a few
simple operations that are directly tied to conference and
ﬂoor management and giving users rights to those. Operations include the ability to terminate the conference, invite
users, change user groups, expel users, and act as moderator. Since conferences are often divided into roles, we adopt
the standard notion of user groups with privileges and assign
members to groups.
We restrict policies to be stateless, i.e., we do not limit
the number of operations of a given type that a member or
group of members can perform. We also do not condition
the operation on the identity of the member aﬀected. For
example, it is not possible to grant senior members the right
to only expel ﬁve members during a conference, or that they
cannot expel users from the domain example.com. We have
considered, but not pursued, the notion of privilege levels,
so that each level can only perform actions on members belonging to a lower level.
One motivation for limiting the complexity of policies is
that devices with limited interfaces, such as mobile phones,
should be able to control conferences.
The conference server may also have a default policy for
all new conferences and may restrict the operations that new
conferences can support.
Individual aspects of the conference description are managed by individual commands, rather than maintaining a
single conference description. This allows clients to only
concern themselves with components that they want to manipulate.

5.5 Floor Control
Floor control manages access to shared conference resources,
generally by restricting the number of concurrent users that
can modify a particular resource. Several resources can be
managed by one ﬂoor. For example, sending sounds to the
audio channel and a shared pointer may be managed by the
same ﬂoor. A conference may have any number of ﬂoors,
possibly created and deleted during the conference. Each
ﬂoor has an associated queue. The queue can be managed
either automatically, with a pre-deﬁned queueing policy, or

via manual intervention by one or more moderators. Each
ﬂoor may have a diﬀerent moderator. The moderator can
re-order requests in the queue, add and remove entries. A
single conference participant can have multiple entries in the
queue.
Detailed examples of ﬂoor control primitives can be found
in [1, 6, 44], among others. We will follow earlier deﬁnitions
with only minor modiﬁcations. We deﬁne the following ﬂoor
control primitives: create ﬂoor, remove ﬂoor, claim ﬂoor,
release ﬂoor, grant ﬂoor, revoke ﬂoor, remove ﬂoor claim,
reorder claims and change ﬂoor settings. These primitives
are exchanged between the conference participant, the conference server and the moderator. Initial ﬂoor rights are
typically deﬁned in the conference description when the conference is created.
As for conference management, there are commands and
event notiﬁcations. Floor control commands such as “claim
ﬂoor” are commands, and announcements such as “ﬂoor
granted” are notiﬁcations. All messages either terminate
or originate on the conference server and are distributed reliably.

such as the right to talk to the conference-wide voice channel.
The DST can be conﬁgured, via the session description,
to have members send media to the local server or to the
root server. Floor grant commands propagate down the tree,
while ﬂoor claims are sent up the tree or enter the tree at
the root. In either case, each tree node knows the current
ﬂoor holder and can block other media streams.
Figure 2 shows a server tree in which the main server has
created two subconferences, S2 and S3, at diﬀerent servers.
There are four members in the conference (A, B, C, and D).

S1
D
S2

A

B

S3

C

5.6 Scaling to Large Conferences
Multicast-based conferences scale well to large group sizes,
but multicast support is spotty, particularly in next-generation
wireless networks and in residential networks (e.g., DSL using PPPoE). Most existing PSTN-based teleconferences also
tend to be small, with an average of around ﬁve members, so
that the replication eﬃciency has to be weighed against the
substantial amount of state that the network has to maintain. Also, since only source-speciﬁc multicast [15] seems
to have a chance to be deployed, users will have to send
data to the root of the tree, making the delay the same as a
central-server solution. In some cases, a central server may
even be more eﬃcient. For example, if audio streams are
mixed at the server and multiple sources are talking simultaneously, a single server reduces the overall bandwidth and
makes bandwidth reservation easier. (There is no need to
allocate bandwidth for the occasional multiple talker case.)
We do envision that for large conferences, hybrid solutions
will be attractive. Here, a central conference server acts as
the root of the SSM tree. The conference server mixes media
streams and sends out replicas to participants that do not
have multicast connectivity.
Single-server conferences scale to about 100 members using modest computing resources [39]. For larger or geographically distributed conferences where multicast is unavailable, we propose a tree architecture, essentially approximating a multicast distribution mechanism at the application layer. Such trees can grow dynamically as members
join. When the group size exceeds a pre-deﬁned limit, or
there are clusters of members in certain geographic areas,
the conference server may decide to create a server tree for
the conference. First, the conference server creates one or
more subconferences at the remote servers. After that, a
number of existing or new members are transferred to the
other servers in order to decrease the load at the original
server and to improve reliability and response times in the
subconferences. Each subconference may create new subconferences. Thus, a distributed server tree (DST) has been
created. Each sub-conference may have local communication such as a local voice channel or other local resources.
However, it also has access to the global conference resources

Figure 2: Distributed server tree
Server failures and tree-balancing operations complicate
the model slightly. For example, if server S2 dies suddenly,
users A and B must be transferred elsewhere immediately.
A relatively eﬃcient solution is that clients always know the
root server address S1 and can re-join there. The root server
may then redirect users elsewhere, if necessary.
SIP already has the means for redirecting and transferring users. A prospective conference participant can be sent
to a diﬀerent server using the “302 Moved Temporarily” response; a participant already in a conference is sent a SIP
REFER request and then moves to another conference server.
(Alternatively, the new server can contact the user on behest
of the original one.)
We assume that the conference server has a local policy
that decides when to graft another server into the DST, as
described above. Once a decision has been made to enlarge the DST, the appropriate conference server has to ﬁnd
a suitable server, that is, a server willing to host the subconference that has suﬃcient resources. Clearly, this is an
instance of the wide-area service location problem [32, 2] or
application-layer routing problem [8], but simpler solutions
may be suﬃcient. For example, if the domain of the new
candidate server is known, we can use directed service location [45] (Fig. 3). There, the conference server queries the
DNS SRV [9] record for a service entry for the Service Location Protocol (SLP) [10]. The conference server then sends
an SLP query to the SLP directory agent (DA), obtaining
a list of suitable servers. The DA may also keep track of
the current server load, or the requesting server can query
servers. The SLP information also contains the SOAP conference management address.
Since the search process may take several seconds, a server
in the DST that needs to shed load should start the process
well before it becomes overloaded.

6. IMPLEMENTING THE FRAMEWORK
6.1 Commands and Noti®cations

DNS-server

Starts the search process
DNS SRV query
"SLP server in
remote.com?"
DNS SRV reply
"slp.remote.com"
SLP query
"SIP conf server in
remote.com?"
SLP reply
sip:conf.remote.com,
http://conf.remote.com
createConference
REFER
Refer To: sip:conf.remote.com
INVITEs

Rootserver

A

B

SIP conf
server

Remote
SLP server

Figure 3: Conferencing server search process

Earlier in this paper, we stated that all abstract conference control messages are either commands or notiﬁcations.
The latter is easy to implement with SIP since the SIP events
framework [28] ﬁts perfectly for this purpose. Members use
the SUBSCRIBE method to ask for event notiﬁcations, which
are delivered via NOTIFY requests. The event mechanism
makes it easy to separate the implementation of the conference media client from the control client. Also, several
entities representing a single participant can subscribe to
events.
Separate event names are used for diﬀerent modules. For
example, ﬂoor control and conference management have separate event names. Beyond subscribing to certain events,
the subscription may indicate the level of detail that the subscriber desires to receive in notiﬁcations. For large groups,
limiting the number of diﬀerent notiﬁcations that have to
be sent is desirable, so that we prefer ﬁner-grained event
names, rather than an unbounded number of XML pattern
matches. The ﬁrst NOTIFY request in the subscription includes a full state while later NOTIFY requests include only

the changes.
Commands can be implemented in several ways. The simple solution is to use HTTP to carry an XML document
to the server, as implemented by schemes such as SOAP
(Simple Object Access Protocol) [26]. We selected SOAP
to implement commands because it provides a mechanism
for carrying remote procedure calls and it is already widely
used for web services. Typically, the SOAP request is carried in a HTTP POST request but it is possible to use other
transports as well, such as a SIP or SMTP. Compared to
HTTP, SIP would oﬀer the possibility to use UDP for transport and location-independent addressing, but the beneﬁt is
small; the payload size may exceed the typical unfragmented
UDP message size and commands are always addressed to a
single server, rather than potentially moving destinations.
HTTP and SIP can readily co-exist in the same system.
They can share the same authentication mechanism and
keys. Both can use TLS (Transport Layer Security) strong
hop-by-hop encryption.
Each conference control (sub-)component such as conference management, user management, and ﬂoor control has
its own namespace for SOAP commands. This keeps them
independent and allows the usage of diﬀerent components.
For example, a new ﬂoor control module can be invoked by
referencing a new SOAP namespace.
The SOAP commands are generally executed asynchronously.
That is, the result returned by the SOAP request simply indicates that the request was parsed correctly, not that it was
executed successfully. This approach is taken since many
operations may take a long time and succeed incrementally.
Consider, as an example, a group invitation, where individual invitations are likely answered by humans, on timescales
of tens of seconds. The issuer of the SOAP request will receive SIP notiﬁcations indicating the progress of the request.
One-time decisions are also implemented using SOAP and
SIP events. As an example, consider the case where several non-members are trying to join the conference approximately at the same time. The server sends out an event
notiﬁcation to the designated set of conference managers.
To save bandwidth, it may delay notiﬁcation until a suﬃcient number of requests have accumulated, bundling them
into one message. The conference manager then uses SOAP
requests to approve or reject pending requests. The request
might look something like this:
<join_requests>
<accept>
<user>sip:user1@domain.com</user>
</accept>
<deny>
<user>sip:user@spam.com</user>
<user>sip:user1@example.com</user>
</deny>
<join_requests>
The ﬂoor control component is currently being implemented for Columbia University’s CINEMA server and the
sipc client [20]. Messaging details have been submitted [44]
to the IETF for standardization.

7. EXAMPLES
Figure5 gives a signaling diagram for a ﬁctional conference. First, a conference is created using the SOAP com-

mand createConference, using HTTP POST as the underlying transport mechanism. The SOAP command includes
a conference description specifying conference type, policy,
and other relevant information. In this example the conference type was dial-out and the names of the invited users
(A and moderator) were given. The conference server establishes a session with user A and the moderator by inviting
them into the conference. Standard SIP authentication may
be used. All invited clients may subscribe to the conference
events and specify the level of details they are willing to receive. Occasional SIP notiﬁcations are sent to the conference
members.
Next, a non-member B tries to join the conference by
sending a SIP INVITE request to the conference server. Since
B was not in the ACL, the conference server asks the moderator to make a decision whether B can be accepted. The
moderator makes the decision and sends a SOAP command
UpdateJoinTable to the server. The server can now continue
with the on-going SIP transaction with B by sending the
“200 OK” response to conﬁrm admission. Next, B makes a
ﬂoor control request using the SOAP command floorClaim.
The ﬂoor control moderator is then notiﬁed about the request and a decision is made using the floorGrant SOAP
command.
The following example (Fig. 4) is a createConference command that includes several sub-components. Each component deﬁnes the SOAP namespace in use. This allows diﬀerent components to be used within the framework. Separate
SOAP commands are used to deﬁne each component. For
example, the setModerator command is used inside UserManagement namespace to deﬁne the conference moderator. The
SDPng format is used to describe the session media details.

8.

USE WITH OTHER SERVICES

In addition to the conferencing services, the conference
control framework may be used as an example for other applications as well. For example, Rosenberg [31] describes
some of the requirements for presence and instant messaging
applications. The requirements include buddy list management, block and allow list management, buddy list subscription, presence status management, and real-time authorization. Buddy list subscription assumes that the group list can
somehow be created and modiﬁed. These requirements are
almost identical to the conference control requirements. In
both cases the client must be able to manage the resources
in a server. As for conferencing, buddy list management can
be divided into commands and notiﬁcations. For user authorization, it may make sense to deﬁne a uniﬁed approach that
identiﬁes the request to be allowed or issued (SUBSCRIBE
for presence, INVITE for conferences).

9.

CONCLUSION

We have described a component-based framework for SIP
conference control. It was shown that conference control
can be implemented with two kinds of operations, commands and notiﬁcations. SOAP is used for commands, while
the SIP event framework delivers notiﬁcations. In addition
to conference control, standard participant operations are
needed for conferencing. Currently, SIP is the de-facto session control protocol and can be used for participant operations between the server and the client. Conference control
includes two main components. First, a ﬂoor control com-

<cc:createConference xmlns:cc="http://schemas.cc.org/cc/cc">
<contact>sip:meeting12@cs.columbia.edu</contact>
<subject>IRT group meeting</subject>
<type>moderated</type>
<info>
<webpage>http://www.cs.columbia.edu/IRT</webpage>
<email>mailto:irt@cs.columbia.edu</email>
</info>
<authentication>
<method>digest</method>
<password encode=base64>d3h0Ond4dA==</password>
</authentication>
<UserManagement>
<commands>
<um:setModerator xmlns:um="http://schemas.cc.org/cc/um">
<moderator>sip:hgs@cs.columbia.edu</moderator>
</um:setModerator>
<um:accessControl xmlns:um="http://schemas.cc.org/cc/um">
<ACL>
<block>
<user>anonymous@*</user>
</block>
<allow>
<user password=no>*@cs.columbia.com</user>
<user password=yes>*@nokia.com</user>
</allow>
</ACL>
</um:accessControl>
<um:createGroups xmlns:um="http://schemas.cc.org/cc/um">
<groups>
<group name="senior-member" priority=1>
<user>hgs@cs.columbia.edu</user>
<user>nieh@cs.columbia.edu</user>
</group>
<group name="irt-people" priority=2>
<user>lennox@cs.columbia.edu</user>
<user>wenyu@cs.columbia.edu</user>
</group>
</groups>
</um:createGroups>
<um:invite xmlns:um="http://schemas.cc.org/cc/um">
<users>
<user>Bob</user>
<user>Tom</user>
<user>Alice</user>
</users>
<group name="irt-people" />
</um:invite>
</commands>
</UserManagement>
<Media type=application/sdpng>
<def>
<audio:codec name="audio-basic" encoding="PCMU"
sampling="8000" channels="1"/>
<rtp:pt name="rtp-avp-0" pt="0" format="audio-basic"/>
</def>
<cfg>
<component name="interactive-audio" media="audio">
<alt name="AVP-audio-0">
<rtp:session format="rtp-avp-0">
<rtp:udp role="receive" endpoint="A" addr="192.168.1.1"
rtp-port="7800"/>
</rtp:session>
</alt>
</component>
</cfg>
</Media>
<FloorControl>.........</Floorcontrol>
.........
</m:createConference>

Figure 4: SOAP signaling example
ponent is used to provide a conﬂict-free access to shared resources such as the right to talk to the speech channel. Second, a conference management component deﬁnes the conference parameters and provides real-time authorizations, if
necessary. Moreover, it includes optional sub-components
such as user management, application session management
and distribution.
We claim that combinations of network-layer source-speciﬁc
multicast and a server tree can scale Internet conferences to
arbitrary sizes, even for the common case of limited deployment of multicast. Requests and notiﬁcations have a much
lower volume than media streams, but a distributed server
tree can also ensure that they scale to large groups.
The similarities and diﬀerences between managing conferences and buddy lists remain to be explored in detail.
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